
Treasure Hunts on iPads & mobiles
We offer a unique digital app with pre-
loaded games designed to your agenda for
any location worldwide!. The app uses GPS
technology. Icons appear on a map and
when you get close to the location an
exciting task or challenge pops up. Record a
video, take a photo, solve a riddle, perform a
task - you never know what coming next
until the task is activated.



Retro - Treasure Hunts with Polaroids style
instant cameras.
Our retro treasure hunts are great fun and can be set
up for just about any location worldwide. Delegates are
given a clue book and map with a set of tasks that they
have to find and photograph for points. You get to keep
all the instant photos afterwards which looks great as a
montage at a conference or in your office.





Treasure Hunts on Bicycles What’s not to
like! Enormous fun and riding a bike allows you
and your team to explore and experience an area
in a way that allows you to really appreciate your
surroundings. There’s a huge sense of
achievement having completed this challenge.
Challenges are designed to suit any level of
fitness (or lack of it) and no previous cycling
experience is necessary. Full safety equipment,
briefing and guides are provided



Treasure Hunts in cars, taxis or a fleet of Mini
Coopers.
This is an incredibly exciting way to explore any area /
region whilst working in teams to get to locations, solve
challenges, and earn points. Whether it’s in Taxis or a
fleet of Mini Coopers, or even your own car – you will
enjoy cruising along country lanes, through city centres
on a journey of discovery.



Whatever style of treasure hunt you want – we’ll
design one that’s perfect for you! We’ve done many
hundreds all over the world – so we know what we
are doing! Just Tell us your dates, your numbers of
people and we’ll do the rest!
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